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In SAS, the main workhorse for regression analysis is proc reg , and for balanced analysis of variance, proc
anova. The general linear model proc glm can combine features of both. Further, one can use proc glm for
analysis of variance when the design is not balanced. Analysis of Variance Experiments involving a single
factor or several factors with no missing data balanced designs can use the quick and easy proc anova to
analyze the variation explained by those factors analysis of variance, or ANOVA. However, designs with
imbalance among two or more factors should use proc glm. The class phrase is required, identifying all factors
as categorical variables. The model phrase has only a few options, and these are not often used. The means
phrase is quite handy to do multiple comparisons. The lines to means option is default when data are balanced.
The cldiff option can be useful at times, but it only gives differences CI for the differences, not the means
themselves. If you want to save predicted values or residuals, or to evaluate contrasts, you must use proc glm
instead of proc anova. Regression Analysis Regression analysis is the analysis of the linear or non-linear
relationship between one dependent or response variable and one or more independent predictor variables.
Thus, the regression analysis basically carries out two major functions: The model phrase indicates which
variables are response y and which are predictors x, or x1,x2,x3. Here are some print options for the model
phrase: Here are some other model options for more advanced stuff: The output phrase can have several
keywords which can be used together: Only one output phrase can be used, but you can combine keywords on
one line: Those new variables created in set b are available for later plotting, etc. It works something like
doing a series of proc regs, but the computer automatically makes the model choices of entry and elimination.
Be sure you know what this is doing for you and to you. The include option is useful if you want to force
certain variables to always be in the model. The start option indicates how many must be in the model before
elimination is considered stepwise and maxr only. General Linear Models GLM The general linear models
GLM procedure works much like proc reg except that we can combine regressor continuous type variables
with categorical class factors. One-Way Analysis of Covariance is an example that illustrates the use of
combined continuous variables and class factors. Under appropriate class and model statements, proc glm
performs analysis of variance, regression, analysis of covariance and repeated measures. With two or more
dependent variables in the data, it also performs multivariate analysis of variance. If your data are not balanced
i. The organization of the printout is slightly different from reg and anova, and some model and output options
are different. Further, if you want model parameter estimates, it is best to explicitly request the solution option
in the model phrase. The class phrase works like in proc anova. However, here we can have both categorical
identified in class and continuous variables in the model. Here are some options: The default way of
estimating model parameters in SAS is to set the last group estimate to 0. This can be changed by another
option. The means phrase works much the same in proc glm as in proc anova. Here is an example from the
glue data. The contrast phrase contains a quoted title, variable name and the contrast coefficient values. Note
that the order of factor levels is lexicographic, which may not be what you expect. This can be checked by
examining the order under the solution option to the model phrase. Further, these can get very complicated for
higher order designs. Sums of Squares Types:
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Experienced SAS System users will find this an invaluable guide to SAS procedures for performing regression analyses.
Simple and multiple variable models are discussed as well as polynomial models, log-linear models, spline functions,
and restricted linear models.

Recommended Statistics References for Analysis of Variance: Olkin, Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University
Press, Iowa State University Press. Designed Experiments, Belmont, CA: Statistical power analysis for the
behavioral sciences. Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences series, no. Quantitative Applications in
the Social Sciences series no. Interaction effects in factorial analysis of variance. Relating statistics and
experimental design: Quantitative Applications in the Social Sciences series, No. Introduction to analysis of
variance: Design, analysis, and interpretation. Experimental Design in Psychological Research, 4th ed.
Procedures for the Behavioral Sciences. Current perspectives on panic and panic disorder. Current Directions
in Psychological Science, 1, Review of Educational Research, 52, Experimental and quasi-experimental
designs for research. Balancing Type I risk and loss of power in ordered Bonferroni procedures. Journal of
Educational Psychology, 76, The design and analysis of clinical experiments. Statistical applications for the
behavioral sciences. Improved Bonferroni-type multiple testing procedures. Psychological Bulletin, , Holm, S.
A simple sequentially rejective multiple test procedure. Scandanavian Journal of Statistics. Issues in the use
and interpretation of discrimination analysis. Psychological Bulletin, 95, Multivariate analysis versus multiple
univariate analyses. Psychological Bulletin, , Multivariate Behavioral Research, 17, Psychological Bulletin,
76, Validity conditions in repeated measures designs. Psychological Bulletin, 86, Principles, applications,
and applications 2nd ed. Foundations of behavioral research 3rd ed. Maximum family wise Type I error rate:
The least significant difference, Newman-Keuls, and other multiple comparison procedures. Applied
regression analysis and other multivariable methods 2nd ed. Theory and measurement of affect intensity as an
individual difference characteristic. Dissertation Abstracts International, 85, B. Affect intensity as an
individual differences characteristic: Journal of Research in Personality, 21, Designing experiments and
analyzing data: A model comparison perspective, Belmont, CA: The statistical analysis of dyadic social
behavior: Psychological Bulletin, 92, SPSS advanced statistics guide 2nd ed. Comparative robustness of six
tests in multivariate analysis of variance. Journal of the American Statistical Association, 69, Multiple
regression in behavioral research 2nd ed. Multiple comparisons in psychological research. Psychological
Bulletin, 56, New developments in pairwise multiple comparisons: Some powerful and practicable
procedures. Research methods in psychology 2nd ed. Power of the multivariate analysis of variance tests.
Psychological Bulletin, 88, Applied multivariate statistics for the social sciences. Techniques for educational
and psychological research. Response variable hypothesis in the multivariate analysis of variance.
Psychological Bulletin, 82, Questions or comments about this article can be sent to:
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Drawing on those programs and his experience with structured data files, [3] he created SAS, placing
statistical procedures into a formatted file framework. From to , Barr developed the fundamental structure and
language of SAS. One strength of the system was analyzing experiments with missing data, which was useful
to the pharmaceutical and agricultural industries, among others. In , John Sall joined the project, making
extensive programming contributions in econometrics, time series, and matrix algebra. Other participants in
the early years included Caroll G. Service, and Jane T. Perkins made programming contributions. Service and
Helwig created the early documentation. The first manual for SAS was printed at this time, approximately 60
pages long. Regression and analysis of variance were the main uses of the program. SAS 72 This more robust
release was the first to achieve wide distribution. This permitted SAS to work with datasets on tape and other
media besides disk. The version was colloquially called "Portable SAS" because most of the code was
portable, i. Version 6 series Version 6 represented a major milestone for SAS. While it appeared superficially
similar to the user, major changes occurred "under the hood": The DOS versions were incomplete
implementations of the Version 6 spec: DOS memory limitations restricted the size of some user-defined
items. Support for UNIX-based hardware announced. In software for building customized executive
information systems EIS is introduced. Version 6 was the first, and last series to run on the Macintosh. Also in
, 6. Version 7 series The Output Delivery System debuted in version 7; as did long variable names from 8 to
32 characters ; storage of long character strings in variables from to 32, ; and a much improved built-in text
editor, the Enhanced Editor. Version 7 foreshadowed version 8. It was believed in the SAS users community,
although never officially confirmed, that in releasing version 7 SAS Institute released a snapshot from their
development on version 8 to meet a deadline promise. To some, SAS Institute recommending that sites wait
until version 8 before deploying the new software was a confirmation of this. Version 8 series Released about ;
8. Version 9 series Version 9 makes additions to base SAS. The new hash object now allows functionality
similar to the MERGE statement without sorting data or building formats. The function library was enlarged,
and many functions have new parameters. Perl Regular Expressions are now supported, as opposed to the old
"Regular Expression" facility, which was incompatible with most other implementations of Regular
Expressions. Long format names are now supported. Nothing that relies on metadata. Limited availability
from March because most users rely on the Metadata Server see Phase 2 or products released in Phased 3.
Availability from March Client software for metadata driven analytics and business solutions. Enterprise
Miner, Text Miner, Model manager. Probably released in 2nd Quarter SAS procedures software analyzes and
reports the data. Library Engines allow transparent access to common data structures such as Oracle, as well as
pass-through of SQL to be executed by such data structures. The Macro facility is a tool for extending and
customizing SAS software programs and reducing overall program verbosity. It allows the user to create
various graphics that represent a broad range of data. This allows a quick glance to provide a lot of
information, without having to look at all the underlying data. It is marketed as the default interface to SAS for
business analysts, statisticians, and programmers. Enterprise Miner A data mining tool. Information Delivery
Portal Allows users to set up personalized homepages where they can view automatically generated reports,
dashboards, and other SAS data structures. Information Map Studio A client application that helps with
building information maps. SAS Add-In for Microsoft Office A component of the SAS Enterprise Business
Intelligence Server, is designed to provide access to data, analysis, reporting and analytics for non-technical
workers such as business analysts, power users, domain experts and decision makers via menus and toolbars
integrated into Office applications. Obsolete since version 5.
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(Also available as SAS Technical Report R, The Sweep Operator: Its Importance in Statistical Computing, Cary, NC:
SAS Institute Inc.) Hawkins, D. M. (), "A Note on Fitting a Regression with No Intercept Term," The American
Statistician, 34,

5: Understanding Design and Analysis of Research Experiments - How to Use SAS for Data Analysis
Autocorrelation in Time Series Data; (). SAS System for Regression. ed. Cary, NC: SAS Generalized Inverse Matrices
with Applications to Statistics.

6: SAS (software) - Wikipedia
Howard, S. (), "Discussion on the Paper by Cox," in Regression Models and Life Tables, volume 34 of Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society, Series B, , with discussion.

7: SAS (software) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
SAS Software has always been popular for applications such as multivariate data analys'is, analysis of time series, and
recently became popular to help solve operations research problems, and serve for statistical quality.
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References Friendly, M. (), SAS System for Statistical Graphics, SAS Series in Statistical Applications, Cary, NC: SAS
Institute. Gabriel, K. R. (), "The.

9: PROC LOGISTIC: References :: SAS/STAT(R) User's Guide
The SAS System for Statistical Graphics is a forthcoming book in the SAS Application Series designed to regression
application, this dense packing of the.
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